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Introduction Into Open Source Licenses

Open Source is defined

● Free redistribution (as in 0 coins)

● Source code available to modify

● Allow derived works

● No discrimation (against people, use cases, platforms...)
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Why Are We Doing Legal Reviews?

Need to verify our products are compliant

● Open source comes in many flavors

● Need to have a license to distribute

● Need to be compliant with license
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Understandable concept of rules

● ‘CC0’ legal description of Public Domain

● CC-BY and CC-BY-SA are Open Source

● Many other non-open-source licenses available
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Licensing Hell

LibreOffice is Free Software

● Yet it’s license document has 69 pages

● Chromium, Java/openjdk, Firefox are HUGE collections of libraries

● Upstream projects love to hide behind source

– while license mixing happens when distributing binaries
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Licenses Mix

● Derived works often pick different origins

● Mix of licenses → mix of rules

● Not all open source projects are aware

● GPL version 2 and version 3 are not compatible

● Licenses often contain explicit exceptions

– Linking against openSSL allowed

– No use in nuclear plants allowed
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How We Handle It

● Legal-auto bot is part of development process

● Reviewing the licenses of the sources and the spec file

● Accepts if known combination of licenses for this package

● Waits for lawyers to review the combination

● Lawyers use external application to review
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Cavil

Reviewing License Reports
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Cavil

● Application open sourced on github.com/openSUSE

● Unpacks sources recursively

● Multi-pattern matching of license patterns

● Efficient and scalable indexing of large sources

● Lawyers are presented with summary
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Cavil (2)

● Licenses have a risk level and a number of patterns

● Patterns are checked all in parallel – longest wins

– ‘licensed under the GPL’ → ‘GPL Unspecified’

– ‘licensed under the GPL version 2 or later’ → ‘GPL-2.0+’

– ‘licensed under the GPL version 2’ → ‘GPL-2.0’

● SKIP<NR> allows to ignore NR words
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Creating Patterns

● License Texts supposed to be formalized

● Literally thousand of variants 

● Pattern matching already reduces variants

● A lot of ways to express the same terms
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are 
met: 

(1) Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
this list of conditions and the following disclaimer. 
(2) Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright 
notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the 
Documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution. 
(3) Neither the name of $SKIP10 nor the names of its contributors may be
used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without 
specific prior written permission.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS
IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR
PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF
LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING
NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS
SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE. 
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What’s Machine Learning Got To Do With It

Finding Patterns

● Predefined ‘license snippets’ forming likely license texts

● Texts are classified if they are license texts or not

● If classified as license, similar license patterns determined

(Tf-Idf classification not using deep learning)
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Identifying New Patterns

User will be presented with: 99% like ‘BSD-3-License’

User needs to create new license

There is no perfect list of keywords and lead to false matches (80% are)

● It’s the caller’s responsibility to redistribute the tree

● Calling this with 0 is not legal

● We need write permission to the file

● print the version with a copyright notice
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Identifying Wrong Patterns

Sorting the license from the non license is done by the user

User is (most of the time) a lawyer – and that’s wasteful

→ Machine learning to the rescue
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Classification Problems

Wikipedia defines it as:

In machine learning and statistics, classification is the problem of identifying to which of a set 
of categories (sub-populations) a new observation belongs, on the basis of a training set of 
data containing observations (or instances) whose category membership is known. 

Examples:
● Assigning a given email to the "spam" or "non-spam" class
● Defining the news category of an article
● Identifying hand written numbers
● ...
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Classification Problems (2)

Many algorithms exist for a long time

● Bayesian classification are still prime for spam filters
● 83 articles on Wikipedia's Category:Classification_algorithms
● Word based, character based, context based, ...
● Took 4 failed trials to get it right

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Classification_algorithms
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Problems Classifying

For classifying, it’s important to know your classes. First attempt was 
about ‘does this keyword highlight a license in this context?’

business relations, technology, and other information, including the terms of 
this Agreement, that is confidential and of great value to the other party, and 
the value of which would be significantly reduced if disclosed 

Vs

applications on various operating systems. An example might be running an 
application containing confidential data on one System z10 server divided into 
partitions or z/VM virtual machines that keep each application's data 
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Problems Classifying (2)

Has proven to be too hard to answer (for humans).

If ‘spam’ and ‘non-spam’ become ‘spam’, ‘non-spam’, ‘spam-i-want’, 
‘non-spam-i-want-to-ignore’ it’s getting complicated.

The classes needed to be sharper.

For this it required more context than one word.
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Introducing Merged Snippets

We’re looking for floating text within a larger text area.

So we need to extract text based on the found keywords – can’t limit to 3 
lines nor extend to full file.

Combine and concentrate on snippets that are repeated
(very likely license texts)
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Should We Create A Pattern For It?

Question still appears very subjective

● Added a typo to a license text – worth it?

● Mixed code and license texts (e.g. for output)

● High level talk about the license without mentioning the terms

● Changelogs mentioning a license change

→ We have to start somewhere
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● Character-level Convolutional Networks for Text Classification
       Xiang Zhang, Junbo Zhao, Yann LeCun

● Does not require investment into pre-processing

– significant characters are calculated by the neural network.

● Problematic size of text corpus. Paper has corpus of 120.000 
samples – meanwhile we have ~30.000 samples of good and bad

Picking A Model To Work With
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Model As Described In Paper
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Details Of Pytorch Implementation

● Found a pytorch implementation licensed MIT on github.com by Viet 
Nguyen

● The actual model code is less than 50 lines of python

● For every snippet the first 1024 characters are counted

● Alphabet is 70 characters

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz0123456789
,;.!?:'\"/\\|_@#$%^&*~`+-=<>()[]{}
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A Lot Of Testing With Different Parameters

● Used an AWS instance with GPU for a week

● In the end 256 nodes in first layer and 128 nodes in second layer 
provided 99.7% accuracy, which was very astonishing

● Paper was recommending 1024 and 256, but that added a lot of 
computing without any gain
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Snippet Classifier

● After a first round of snippet merging the model is used (on CPU)

● Snippets not considered worth a pattern are ignored for the review

● Only 20% are presented – after a 3rd round comparing it against 
existing patterns

– Reducing the work of lawyers to risk analysis, not text 

classification
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Conclusion

● Machine Learning is much more complex to get right

● Research papers appear often as black magic

● The problem needs to be well defined

● The data needs to be well structured

● Hard to change your approach in the middle, need to start from 

scratch
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General Disclaimer

This document is not to be construed as a promise by any participating company to develop, deliver, or market a 
product.  It is not a commitment to deliver any material, code, or functionality, and should not be relied upon in making 
purchasing decisions.  SUSE makes no representations or warranties with respect to the contents of this document, 
and specifically disclaims any express or implied warranties of merchantability or fitness for any particular 
purpose.  The development, release, and timing of features or functionality described for SUSE products remains at the 
sole discretion of SUSE.  Further, SUSE reserves the right to revise this document and to make changes to its content, 
at any time, without obligation to notify any person or entity of such revisions or changes. All SUSE marks referenced 
in this presentation are trademarks or registered trademarks of SUSE, LLC, Inc. in the United States and other 
countries.  All third-party trademarks are the property of their respective owners.


